THE  MASSES
continued to follow the French tradition, still varied constantly.
The fashion of ordering clothes in London never spread to any
but the men; for women, and even for foreign women, it always
remained the fashion to dress in Paris.
Anglomania had also its effect upon amusements, and led to the
introduction of horse-racing, betting, clubs, and whist. The
French dances of the eighteenth century were replaced by dances
of foreign origin, the German waltz and the Polish mazurka and
polka.
jthe masses
The mass of the nation, known as the gens du peuph, consisted,
in the towns and small country towns, of small tradesmen and
employees, servants, and artisans. The large majority of what was
known as the 'industrial' population was composed, as in the
Middle Ages, of artisans working to order for local customers.
Shopkeepers and artisans still led a hard and monotonous life in
excessively cramped quarters and were forced to spend all their
time in their shops or workshops. They were distinguished from the
bourgeois by their clothes, for their womankind wore caps, while
'ladies' wore hats. They received a minimum of elementary edu-
cation in schools kept by untrained masters; most of them were
unable to read, except in the eastern regions, and even those who
knew how to read were not in the habit of reading.
The wage-earners working for big employers in the industries
on a large scale lived under still harder and more precarious
conditions; most wretched of all was the state of the weavers who
were home-workers. Workmen were compelled by law to have
a book in which their employer entered comments on their service,
which acted as a means of control over them; they were still
forbidden to form unions or to strike.
Following the example of the bourgeois, the lower classes in
the towns had become estranged from the practice of religion;
they distrusted the clergy, regarding them as supporters of the
ancien regime. The women, who were often educated in schools
kept by nuns, continued to have a greater attachment to
religion,
In spite of the great differences of legal status between land-
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